Item No. 7
STAFF SUMMARY FOR APRIL 13, 2017
7.

USE OF DOGS FOR PURSUIT AND TAKE OF MAMMALS

Today’s Item

Information ☒

Action ☐

Discuss proposed changes to regulations concerning the use of dogs for the pursuit and take
of mammals.
Summary of Previous/Future Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Notice hearing
Discussion hearing
Originally scheduled adoption hearing
Further discussion
Today’s further discussion
Adoption hearing

Oct 19-20, 2016; Eureka
Dec 7-8, 2016; San Diego
Feb 8-9, 2017; Rohnert Park
March 15, 2017; Teleconference
April 13, 2017; Teleconference
April 26-27, 2017; Van Nuys

Background
In Apr 2016, FGC adopted changes to Section 265, Title 14, California Code of Regulations,
deleting language restricting the use of global positioning system (GPS) collars and treeing
switches for dogs aiding a hunter; this amendment effectively authorized the use of those
devices as an aid in hunting. Subsequently a lawsuit was filed challenging the adoption
alleging California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) process deficiencies; FGC has
determined that further rulemaking may be necessary to resolve that lawsuit.
The current rulemaking (Exhibit 1) and related CEQA analysis will help to further inform FGC
about the issues related to regulating the use of dogs as an aid to hunting and associated
equipment for those dogs. The proposed regulation inserts a provision prohibiting the use of
treeing switches on dog collars when dogs are used as an aid in hunting and inserts a
provision prohibiting the use of GPS-equipped dog collars when dogs are used as an aid in
hunting; both provisions existed in the regulation prior to the Apr 2016 changes.
In Dec 2016, FGC discussion included a vote that directed staff to prepare a notice for further
rulemaking to be considered by FGC immediately after and at the same meeting as any
adoption of the currently proposed regulation, to consider authorizing GPS collars and treeing
switches. In Feb 2017, FGC voted to continue the current rulemaking to include an additional
discussion hearing during the Mar 15, 2017 teleconference meeting and re-schedule the final
adoption until Apr 26-27, 2017. On Mar 15, FGC added a discussion hearing to the agenda for
this teleconference meeting.
FGC requested that DFW staff develop an analysis of the impacts of both allowing GPS collars
and treeing switches and prohibiting the use of that gear; DFW has completed that analysis,
which is included as Exhibit 2.
Significant Public Comments
•

Opposition to the proposed regulation from a half dozen individuals and organizations,
including Assembly Member Randy Voepel (see exhibits 3-5 for examples).
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•

Support for the proposed regulation from about a dozen members individuals and
organizations (see exhibits 6-8 for examples).

Recommendation (N/A)
Exhibits
1. ISOR, notice, and continuation
notices: http://www.fgc.ca.gov/regulations/2016/index.aspx#265_2
2. DFW memo with attachment
3. Email from San Diego County Wildlife Federation, received Mar 13, 2017
4. Two letters from Outdoor Sportsmen’s Coalition of California, received Mar 24, 2017
(similar letters received from Safari Club International and California Sportsmen’s
Lobby)
5. Letter from Assembly Member Randy Voepel, received Mar 29, 2017
6. Email from Katie and Jim Cather, received Mar 1, 2017
7. Letter from Protecting Earth & Animals with Compassion & Education, received Mar 29,
2017
8. Email from Mary and Donald Belkin, received Mar 29, 2017
Motion/Direction (N/A)
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I. Introduction
A. Background on the regulation
The prohibition on the use of treeing (or activity) switches and Global Positioning
System (GPS) collars on dogs for the pursuit of mammals was implemented in July,
1994. (§265(d), Title 14, California Code of Regulations).1 Treeing switches and
GPS collars had been primarily used by hunters pursuing species which typically
“tree” such as bear, mountain lion, and bobcat. Proponents of the prohibition argued
that the use of these collars on dogs pursuing mammals (primarily bears) violated
the ethical concept of “fair-chase” by making it easier for hunters to find the animals
they were pursuing.
As a result of discussions and recommendations made by the Fish and Game
Commission’s (Commission) Wildlife Resources Committee (WRC) in 2015, the
Commission proposed to eliminate §265(d) to simplify and make more
understandable the regulations in question. Regulatory changes since1994 –
including the legislative ban on hunting mountain lions in the early 1990’s (§4800,
FGC) and the more recent prohibition regarding the use of dogs to take bear,
bobcat, elk, bighorn sheep and antelope (§265 (a)(2), T14, CCR) – appeared to
have rendered the prohibitions contained in §265(d) largely unnecessary, therefore
§265(d) was proposed for deletion.
With this deletion, dogs could only be used to pursue deer (one dog per hunter
during the general season only) and wild pigs (no more than three dogs per hunter).
Treeing switches are not used in the pursuit of these species because they are not
treed. The use of GPS collars on dogs pursuing deer and/or pigs would allow the
hunter to find and locate crippled game more efficiently, would allow the hunter to
locate lost dogs, and would allow enforcement to track hunter trespass in a manner
not available to them now (by using data from the dog’s GPS collar as evidence
during hunter trespass investigations). These rationales were used to support the
lifting of the ban.
The lifting of the ban has resulted in significant debate before the Commission. This
briefing paper has been prepared to provide a brief general summary of the issues
raised in that discussion about whether to allow or disallow the use of GPS collars
for take of deer during the general deer season and wild pigs. The information
contained herein may be supplemented or changed if additional information is
developed or identified.
1

Former section 265(d) stated: Prohibition on Treeing Switches and Use of Global Positioning System
Equipment.
(1) Treeing Switches. Electronic dog retrieval collars containing functioning treeing switches (devices
consisting of a switch mechanism that results in a change in the transmitted signals when the dog raises
its head to a treed animal) are prohibited on dogs used for the pursuit/take of mammals.
(2) Global Positioning System Equipment. Electronic dog retrieval collars employing the use of global
positioning system equipment (devices that utilize satellite transmissions) are prohibited on dogs used for
the pursuit/take of mammals.
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This paper is not intended to be a substitute for document prepared pursuant to the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA); the Commission will fully comply with
CEQA at the time it makes a final decision. Neither is it being used in support of a
CEQA “approval”. An “approval” is a “decision by a public agency which commits
the agency to a definite course of action.” CEQA Guideline section 15352. The
Commission is not at that stage yet in its process to consider the regulation
regarding GPS collars and treeing switches.

B. Procedural posture
On September 9, 2015, the WRC discussed eliminating the GPS collar and treeing
switch prohibition. The WRC recommended this change to the full Commission. In
November, 2015, CDFW prepared for the Commission’s consideration, a regulatory
repeal of sections 265(d) (1) relating to treeing switches and (d) (2) relating to GPS
collars. After hearings in both December, 2015, and February, 2016, the
Commission approved the proposed repeal at its April 14, 2016 meeting. The
regulation was approved by the Office of Administrative Law and became effective
on July 27, 2016.
On May 16, 2016, however, the Public Interest Coalition (PIC) filed a petition in
Superior Court in Sacramento County (Case No. 34-2016-80002350) seeking a Writ
of Mandate invalidating FGC’s action. That petition alleges that FGC failed to comply
with the procedural requirements of CEQA at the time it lifted the ban. As part of
that case, the Commission entered into a stipulation with PIC that states:
(T)he Commission intends to notice consideration of further amendment to
section 265 and to conduct further CEQA analysis; and…the Commission’s
decision following further CEQA analysis could have a substantial impact on this
litigation….(The) Commission will make a final decision on any noticed
amendment to Section 265 not later than its regularly scheduled meeting in June,
21-22, 2017. (Stipulation and Order to Stay Proceedings, p. 2)
To accomplish the elements of the stipulation, the Commission went to notice at its
October, 2016, meeting to consider reinstituting the prohibition on GPS collars and
treeing switches. Discussion on this topic has taken place at the Commission’s
December, 2016, and February, 2017, meetings. CDFW is asking for the
Commission to provide some direction (not a decision) to it so it can assist the
Commission with its compliance with the CEQA at the time it makes a final decision
on possible new regulations.
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II. Discussion
A. What are GPS collars?
GPS dog collars contain a transmitter that triangulates signals from a minimum of
3 satellites in order to provide an exact location to a receiver used by the
hunter/dog handler. The receiver can identify individual way-points (individual
locations the dog has been) as well as the track (a series of waypoints) of the
dog through the environment in which it is hunting/tracking. GPS collars are
usually more expensive than other types of collars. Collars typically used for
hunting purposes range from $179 (Smart Waterproof GPS Collar Tracker for
Pets) to $450 (Garmin Astro 320/T5 Bundle). Although more expensive, hunters
purchase and use them as a “security system” to protect their dogs, both seen as
valuable property and hunting companions.
Prior to GPS technology, many dog handlers used radio-telemetry collars to track
their dogs. Radio-telemetry collars send a VHF signal to the dog handler’s
receiver unit. Using a directional antenna (Yagi), the operator can determine the
direction of the collar based on the strength of the signal as the antenna is
moved. Fast, loud beeps indicate the handler is getting close to the dog. Radiotelemetry collars are fairly inexpensive, ranging from $80 (Sportdog Beeper Dog
Collar 400) to $169 (Sportdog Hound Tracking Collar). The use of radiotelemetry dog collars for the pursuit/take of deer and wild pigs is currently legal
and will remain so under any scenario currently considered in connection with the
proposed change.
B. What are treeing switches?
A ”treeing” or “activity” switch2 is a device on a dog collar which sends different
strength signals to a receiver depending upon the position of the dog’s head (a
slow signal is sent when the dog’s head is down, a faster signal is sent when the
dog’s head is raised indicating an animal has been “treed”). The hunter can use
this signal to locate the dog, and presumably the treed animal, in much the same
way as a GPS collar only without the precision a GPS collar provides. Without
an electronic treeing switch, a hunter who is pursuing game must listen for
hounds beginning to howl (referred to as baying) at a treed animal and follow the
sound of the baying.
C. What is “fair-chase”?
“Fair Chase”3 is the ethical, sportsmanlike, and lawful pursuit and taking of any
free-ranging wild, native North American big game animal in a manner that does
not give the hunter an improper advantage over such animals. Fundamental to
all hunting is the concept of conservation of natural resources. Hunting in today's
2
3

Definition located at wildlifematerials.com
Boone and Crockett Club, boone-crockett.org
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world involves the regulated harvest of individual animals in a manner that
conserves, protects, and perpetuates the hunted population. The hunter engages
in a one-to-one relationship with the quarry and his or her hunting should be
guided by a hierarchy of ethics related to hunting, which includes the following
tenets:
1. Obey all applicable laws and regulations.
2. Respect the customs of the locale where the hunting occurs.
3. Exercise a personal code of behavior that reflects favorably on your abilities
and sensibilities as a hunter.
4. Attain and maintain the skills necessary to make the kill as certain and quick
as possible.
5. Behave in a way that will bring no dishonor to the hunter, the hunted, or the
environment.
6. Recognize that these tenets are intended to enhance the hunter's experience
of the relationship between predator and prey, which is one of the most
fundamental relationships of humans and their environment.
Therefore, if an aspect of hunting is perceived as giving a hunter an unfair
advantage over the target species, then it is said to violate the ethical concept of
“fair chase”. Any hunter who wishes to enter an animal in the Boone & Crockett
and/or Pope & Young (animals taken by archery equipment) record books much
first certify in writing that the animal was taken under the principles of fair chase.
These principles have been adopted by hunting and wildlife conservation
organizations such as the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, Mule Deer
Foundation, California Deer Association, and the Wild Sheep Foundation.
1. How do collars/switches promote “fair-chase”?
Since the Fish and Game Commission banned the use of dogs for pursuing
big-game species except for deer (during the general season only) and wild
pigs, dogs fitted with GPS collars would be used primarily to find wounded
animals. In the event of hunter-injured wildlife, dogs help locate the injured
deer or pig thereby preventing the animal from going to waste. Avoiding
waste is a component of hunting ethics and is prohibited under California law
(§4304 Fish and Game Code). All hunters are expected to go to the fullest
extent reasonable to recover any wounded game animal and a dog can be
effective in this effort. Proponents for the use of this equipment advocate that
the humane treatment of hunting dogs is they are not left in the field in the
event they become lost. Dogs that have become separated from the hunter
would be more easily found. The treeing switch regulation was not proposed
for change because it promoted fair chase, but because it has become
obsolete since neither deer nor pigs can be treed and the pursuit of those
species that do climb trees has been otherwise legislatively prohibited.
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2. How do collars/switches hinder “fair-chase”?
These devices could make it easier for hunters to locate animals to kill. Since
dogs can track wildlife faster than humans, opponents of the devices claim
the hunter has an unfair advantage when using GPS-collared dogs because
dogs can keep up with the animal being pursued, and the hunter can follow
along using the GPS markers at a slower pace to catch up with the hunted
animal. Opponents of the use of these collars have also asserted hunters
could stay in their campgrounds and release their GPS-collared dogs, only to
catch up with them later when the dogs have located a target species.
Opponents argue the same could be true for treeing switches.
It is unlikely and highly unusual for hunters to use these collars in the manner
suggested by the opponents of the change due to an increased probability of
losing their dogs. Opponents argue it is possible some poachers may use
these collars to take species for which the use of dogs is entirely prohibited by
existing law or regulation.

D. Other effects on hunting
1. Number of hunters
Over the period 2012-2016, California issued an average of 183,294 first and
second deer tag applications per year4. After deducting the number of
second deer tags sold, the Department estimates that there were
approximately 103,402 individual deer hunters during that same time period.
Unfortunately, it is impossible at this time to provide information regarding the
use of dogs to take deer as that question is not asked of hunters reporting
take. Using dogs to hunt deer is primarily an eastern method of hunting whitetailed deer and is not a common practice in California4. However, as more
people relocate to California they are bringing their traditions with them and
some deer hunters are currently using dogs to hunt deer.
Because the Department does not track the number of hunters using dogs to
hunt deer, it cannot conclude that there is any impact on the number of
hunters from either permitting or prohibiting GPS collars or treeing switches.
An average of 54,775 pig tags were sold from 2012-20165. Assuming
approximately 17-20% of successful pig hunters used dogs4, from 9,312 to
10,955 of these hunters used dogs to assist in the take of wild pigs. Private
landowners are now able to kill depredating pigs under the “immediate
4

California Department of Fish and Game. 2004. Final Environmental Document for Wild Pig Hunting.
133pp.
5
California Department of Fish and Wildlife. 2017. License Sales Statistics.
https://nrm.dfg.ca.gov/FileHandler.ashx?DocumentID=59821&inline.
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encounter” provision of the pig depredation regulation, and this has had a
negative impact on the sales of pig tags. The trend is downward; in 2012
60,349 pig tags were sold but in 2016 only 40,361 pig tags were sold. This
downward trend is expected to continue as more private landowners deal with
the problem themselves and pig populations decline due to other population
reduction efforts.
2. Hunter success
Estimated hunter success for deer hunters in 2014 was 21.6% (more
accurate figures will be available for the 2016 season with the implementation
of mandatory reporting for all deer hunters whether successful or not). Hunter
success data for wild pig hunters is not tracked; mandatory reporting for wild
pig hunters has not been implemented to date.
The use of dogs for deer hunting was evaluated in the 2004 Final
Environmental Document Regarding Deer Hunting6. Studies conducted in
19867 on white-tailed deer suggest hunters with dogs have a higher success
rate than hunters without dogs. This study also indicates that in areas where
hunters use dogs, deer experience more stress, but that no significant effects
on fertilization, reproductive, and survival rates were found. The study
concluded the use of dogs for hunting deer does not impact the reproductive
potential of deer populations.
The use of dogs for wild pig hunting was evaluated in the 2004 Final
Environmental Document for Wild Pig Hunting. This document determined
the regulated use of dogs to hunt wild pigs (approximately 17-20% of wild pig
hunters reported using dogs to hunt wild pigs) has not resulted in significant
negative impacts on wild pigs, other wildlife, or their habitats in the past.
However, public comments generated by the Draft Environmental Document
for Wild Pig Hunting indicated some individuals are philosophically opposed
to hunting pigs with dogs. They claimed it caused needless pain and
suffering because the dog pursued the animal until it was caught and killed. It
is important to remember the dogs are used to find and hold the pigs until the
hunters kill them, not the dogs. This same document concludes hunters
using dogs to hunt pigs have a higher success rate and lower wounding
losses than hunters not using dogs.
Both Final Environmental Documents indicate an increase in hunter success
may be expected when using dogs to locate downed or crippled game. If
GPS-collared dogs are used to find target species, then it will likely increase
hunter success. This hunter success is likely to be marginal because most
6

California Department of Fish and Game. 2004. Final Environmental Document Regarding Deer
Hunting. 351 pp.
7
Spencer, G. 1986. Hunting Deer with Dogs. Special Staff Report, Wildlife Division, Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department. 71 pp.
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hunters who would use GPS collars are likely now using radio-telemetry
collars on their dogs.
Again, because wounded animals can be located more easily with collared
dogs, there is likely to be less waste of hunter shot deer and wild pigs.
3. Use of dogs generally
a. Hunting
In California dogs are now primarily used in hunting upland game and
waterfowl species. Historically dogs were used to track and tree bears,
bobcats, and mountain lions but other legislative and regulatory changes
now prohibit the use of dogs for these species. Although dogs may still be
used while hunting deer and pigs, the Department does not currently track
that information. Deer hunters may use one dog while deer hunting during
the general season; these dogs are most commonly used to work dense
cover hunters can’t access in order to flush deer and/or to trail wounded
deer or find carcasses in heavily vegetated areas. Pig hunters are
allowed to use up to three dogs; these dogs are used to locate pigs in
dense cover and to hold them in the vicinity while a hunter approaches.
While dog owners are expected to keep their dogs under control at all
times the use of a leash for hunting purposes is not required in California.
b. Training
Dogs can roughly be categorized as follows: 1) retrievers are primarily
used for waterfowl hunting; 2) flushing dogs which are primarily used on
upland game species to find, flush, and retrieve game; 3) pointers which
are almost exclusively used to find upland game species; 4)
trackers/trailers which are primarily hounds which find, trail, and bring to
bay the target animal.
With regard to the fourth category of dogs described above
(trackers/trailers) California has identified four (4) “dog training zones”
(§265(a) (4)(A-D)) and dog training seasons have been established in
order to allow hunters to train their dogs without impacting other wildlife
species during their normal reproductive/off-spring rearing seasons. These
“no training” seasons typically run from April 1st to the opening day of
general deer season in those areas.
GPS collars can assist during training periods when inexperienced dogs
are more likely to get lost. If a dog is being trained, being able to locate it
quickly is extremely important so the untrained dog doesn’t harm the
target individual. Its owner can track it down and call it off more quickly
and more accurately with GPS.
7

c. Should the FGC consider welfare of dogs in hunting regulations?
Commenters in opposition to the lifting of the prohibition on GPS collars
and treeing switches argue the welfare of hunting dogs is the responsibility
of the dog owner/ handler, not the responsibility of the Commission.
Presumably this suggests the welfare of lost dogs should not be a
consideration in the Commission’s regulation.
In this regard, the Commission’s jurisdiction as to game mammals is
contained in Fish and Game Code section 203. It provides any regulation
of the Commission may do “any or all of the following as to any or all
species or subspecies: …prescribe the manner and the means of taking.”
And “take” pursuant to Fish and Game Code section 86 means “…hunt,
pursue, catch, capture or kill” or attempt to do any of these things.
Further, section 203.1 specifies that when adopting regulations pursuant
to section 203, the Commission “shall consider…the welfare of individual
animals….” It is not specified if this reference to individual animals
includes only the target species being regulated or other animals that are
used as a manner and means of the taking like hunting dogs.
d. Use of leashes
While dogs are required to be under control at all times while in the field,
California law does not currently require dogs to be leashed while actively
hunting. As dogs are commonly used to access terrain and/or vegetation
is challenging if not impossible for the hunter to access, the use of a leash
under those circumstances would be difficult. That said, for example, the
State of Montana only allows dogs to be used to track wounded big-game
species and the dog must be on a leash no longer than 50 feet while doing
so.
4. Non-target species impacts
As the use of radio-telemetry collars is currently authorized for training and
hunting purposes, impacts to non-target species from authorizing the use of
GPS collars will not increase. Neither of the two previously identified
Environmental Documents identified any significant impacts to non-target
species through the use of dogs.
Dogs are typically trained to locate specific species of animals in order to
maximize the hunter’s opportunity to be successful for whatever they are
hunting. For example, pointing dogs for upland game birds receive training to
prevent them from locating and chasing after non-target species such as
deer. Since not all dogs are trained to the same standards, it is likely that
minimal impacts to non-target species will occur (as may happen under the
current regulation). However, ethical hunters spend countless hours and
8

significant sums of money to have their dogs trained to locate certain species
of wildlife primarily to maximize their opportunity and to minimize impacts to
non-target species.
5. Use of technology in hunting
There is no doubt advances in technology have made some hunters more
efficient. Technological advances in firearms, optics, ammunition, protective
clothing and other gear occur every year to the benefit of the hunter. Dogs
have been used to find game since humans started hunting, but collars have
not. The proposed regulation relates to one type of collar used in hunting
(radio-telemetry) versus another (GPS). Each time new technology emerges,
the Commission works with the Department to determine if its use is
appropriate. GPS technology provides the hunter with additional options
regarding hunting locations, and it has also served to bring many people
home from areas they may not be familiar with. The use of these collars is
not expected to result in more efficient hunters but rather more dogs that
return home.
E. Other states’ regulations
Twenty-four states (largely Eastern and Southern states) have enacted
regulations requiring a hunter to be specifically licensed for tracking and for dogs
to be leashed while doing so. Several Eastern states have implemented a
certification program for using dogs to trail wounded game (dogs are not allowed
to pursue big-game species only trail them in these states). In these states,
hunters are required to contact “certified trackers” in the event they wound and
can’t locate an animal. A list of certified trackers by area is maintained by the
state, and hunters are responsible for contacting and paying the tracker to find
the hunter’s wounded animal. Some states (Oregon for example) do not allow
the use of dogs for hunting most game mammals.
F. Enforcement considerations
Use of GPS collars could benefit California’s wildlife officers who are conducting
poaching or hunter trespass-related investigations. Wildlife officers could
potentially use GPS collar data to prove where a dog has been and to find
poaching-related crime scenes whether in semi-urban private properties or
extremely remote areas. GPS collar data has proven to be excellent evidence the
court can evaluate during legal proceedings. Radio telemetry collars do not
provide this type of evidence.

The adoption or denial of this regulation is not expected to have any measureable
economic impact. GPS collars are already authorized for use while hunting for other
species (for example upland game and waterfowl), and the number of hunters who
would use them while hunting game mammals is expected to be minimal.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gary Brennan
FGC
Letter of Opposition to Amend Section 265, Title 14 CCR
Monday, March 13, 2017 5:21:36 PM
Letter to the CA F&G Commission.pdf

Dear Valerie Termini,
      My name is Gary Brennan. I am the new President for the San Diego County Wildlife
Federation. Our Federation is concerned about the pending Amend to Section 265, Title 14
CCR regarding the use of GPS and Treeing Switches on dogs used in the pursuit of mammals.
I have attached a letter from our Federation regarding our concerns to be included in the
record and minutes on March 15, 2017 at the meeting of the Fish and Game Commission or
as soon thereafter as the matter may be heard.
     A hard copy of this letter will be sent for the record, in the morning. If you have any
questions, please feel free to contact me at the cell number below.
Sincerely,
Gary F. Brennan
President, San Diego County Wildlife Federation

March 12,2017

Valerie Termini
Executive Director
California Fish and Game Commission
1416 Ninth Street, Box 944209
Sacramento, CA. 94244-2090
Dear Members of the California Fish and Game Commission
Subject: Letter of Opposition to Amend Section 265, Title 14 CCR
References:
(a) TITLE 14. Fish and Game Commission Notice of Proposed Changes in Regulations
dated November 16,2016
(b) Bear Hunting Draft: Environmental Document dated January 27,2010
This letter is in reply to the request for comments regarding the amend of Section 265,
Title 14, CCR, by adding new subsections (d)(1) and (d)(2) to prohibit the use of treeing
switches and GPS collar equipment for dogs used in the taking of mammals.
In April 2016, the Fish and Game Commission adopted changes to Section 265, Title 14,
California Code of Regulations authorizing the use of GPS collars and treeing switches for dogs
aiding a hunter. Now that a petition was filed by the Public Interest Coalition, the commission
has decided to reverse the previous ruling and make the use of GPS and treeing switches
prohibited while hunting with dogs in California.
It is the opinion of the San Diego County Wildlife
outdoor related clubs within San Diego County representing
of a GPS collar for the use of dogs while pursuing mammals
and provides no ethical problems regarding Fair Chase. We
law regarding the use of GPS collars on dogs in the pursuit of

Federation, a Federation of local
over 17,000 members, that the use
is a safety issue for the dog owner
oppose the reversal of the current
mammals

We, the San Diego County Wildlife Federation, would like to know what happened to the
Draft: Environmental Document (Sections 265, 365,366, 367.5, 401, 708) Title 14, CCR
regarding Bear Hunting (January 27, 2010) in which it was stated in Table One of the Summary
of Impact that: "Modifying dog-use and training regulations to permit GPS collars and treeing

switches to be used on dogs while bear hunting had No Significant Impact and the Nature of
Impact was None." Additionally, on page 10 and 11 of the draft, it is stated:
INTENDED USES OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL

DOCUMENT

This environmental document has been prepared to assess the potential impacts
of altering the regulations governing sport hunting of bears and the use/training of dogs for
hunting in California. It has been prepared pursuant to the CEQA (Section 21080.5, Public
Resource Code) and the CEQA Guidelines (Section .15250, Title 14, CCR). This document is an
informational item to aid the Commission in the decision-making process and to inform the
public of the potential effects of the proposed action of sport hunting of bears. Although the
analysis of the proposed project and the alternatives to the proposed project address a wide range
of bear management issues, this document is intended to act as the environmental document
analyzing the potential effects of the proposed project, the existing bear hunting regulations, as
well as related factors.
THE FUNCTIONAL EQUIVALENT
CEQA requires all public agencies in the State to evaluate the environmental impacts of
projects that they approve or carry out that may have a potential to significantly impact the
environment. Most agencies satisfy this requirement by preparing an environmental impact
report (EIR) or negative declaration (ND). However, an alternative to the EIRIND requirement
has been created for State agencies whose activities include the protection of the environment
within their regulatory programs. Under this alternative, an agency may request certification of
its regulatory program from the Secretary for Resources, after which the agency may prepare
functionally equivalent environmental documents in lieu of EIRs or NDs.
The regulatory program of the Commission has been certified by the Secretary of
Resources. Therefore, the Commission is eligible to submit this environmental document in lieu
of an EIR or ND (Section 15252, CEQA Guidelines).
This environmental document contains a description and potential effects of the proposed
project, cumulative impacts of the proposed project (Chapter 2), reasonable alternatives to the
proposal (Chapter 3), and a discussion of adverse environmental effects related to the proposal
and alternatives (Chapters 2 and 3). In addition, it considers relevant policies of the Legislature
and Commission (Chapter 1). This environmental document presents information to allow a
comparison of the potential effects of various actions considered by the Commission relative to
the proposed project, as well as a range of alternatives. Although a given alternative may not
achieve the project's objectives, it is considered to provide the Commission and the public with
additional information related to the options available. Both the full project and no project
alternatives are considered.
IfCEQA rules were followed for the 2010 Bear Hunting Draft Environmental Document,
and if it stated, in that document, that the use of GPS and tree switching devises were of no
impact, then why are we reversing the decision of the Commission regarding the use of GPS
devices? We know that during the CEQ A process, it is difficult to reply, as required, to every

letter submitted during the process. If this was one of the reasons for the reversal, our Federation
urges you to take the time to complete the task in accordance with the law, not just reverse the
decision of the Commission.
Regarding the Impact of Regulatory ActionlResults of the Economic Impact Assessment
addressed in reference (a), the same information can be said for leaving the current law in place
regarding authorizing the use of GPS collars and treeing switches for dogs aiding a hunter.
Telemetry use, while still an accepted method of locating collared dogs, is antiquated and
actually causes more harm to the environment causing dog owners drive to various locations in
order to try and triangulate the locations of the missing collared dogs. GPS collars allow accurate
positional locating of lost or possibly injured dogs. It is real time, accurate information which a
dog owner can use. The time it takes to use GPS versus telemetry can be a critical factor if the
dog has been injured in aiding in the dog's recovery.
We also take note in Reference (a) where you state, "The rulemaking and the related
CEQA analysis will also help to further inform the Commission about the issues related to
regulating the use of dogs as an aid in hunting and associated equipment for those dogs. The
proposed amended language would be necessary for such purposes."
Due to California's
increasing anti-hunting climate and organizations whose sole purpose is to stop the use of
animals for use in any form of hunting, we feel that if the Commission reverses the current law,
it will be increasingly harder to re-instate a rule regarding the use of GPS collars for hunting
dogs used it the pursuit of mammals.
If Section 265, Title 14 CCR is retracted until the CEQA process is completed, we urge
the Commission to reinstate the rule allowing the use of GPS collars for dogs in the pursuit of
mammals in California as quickly as possible under CEQA and the law.

Sincerely,

~re:~~

San Diego County Wildlife Federation
P.O. Box 607
Solana Beach, Ca. 92075-0607
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Attached please find letters submitted for the Fish and Game Commission for the March
Commission teleconference that were received too late to be included in the briefing binder.
(Letters from the Outdoor Sportsmen’s Coalition of California and Safari Club International also have
attachments referred to in the March letters.)
We would like to make sure that these letters included in the materials packet for the April 13, 2017
teleconference. The letters are comments on Agenda Item 7, Discuss proposed changes to
regulations concerning the use of dogs for the pursuit/take of mammals.
Please let us know that the letters will be included in the posted Commission materials.
Thank you,
Ann Anderson
Assistant to Kathy Lynch
--------------------------------------Lynch & Associates
1127 11 th Street, Suite 610
Sacramento, CA 95814
Tel: (916) 443-0202
Fax: (916) 443-7353
Cell: (916) 838-6600
E-Mail: lynch@lynchlobby.com
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message and any attached files are confidential and are intended solely for the use
of the addressee(s) named above. If you are not an intended recipient, then you have received this confidential
communication in error. Any review, use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, copying, or other distribution of this e-mail
message, and any attached file(s), is strictly prohibited and you may be liable to the sender and/or the intended
recipient(s) for violating this confidentiality notice. If you have received this confidential communication in error, please
notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail message or by telephoning Kathryn Lynch at (916) 443-0202, and
permanently delete the original e-mail message, and any attached file(s), and all electronic or paper copies.

Dedicated to Preserving Your Rights
To Hunt and Fish
In the State of California

March 8, 2017
VIA E-Mail
Ms. Valerie Termini, Executive Director
Fish and Game Commissioners
California Fish and Game Commission
1416 Ninth Street, Room 1320
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Discuss proposed changes to regulations concerning the use of dogs for the pursuit and
take of mammals, March 15, 2017, Agenda, Item 4
Dear Ms. Termini and Commissioners:
The Outdoor Sportsmen’s Coalition of California is a nonprofit organization of sportsman’s clubs
and individuals dedicated to preserving outdoor recreation in California. Our principal activities
are to monitor legislation that might negatively impact hunting, fishing and other recreation, and to
oppose unwise changes in laws and regulations relating to these activities.
The Outdoor Sportsmen’s Coalition of California (OSCC) promotes the conservation
enhancement, scientific management, and wise use of all our natural resources; OSCC seeks to end
activities needlessly destructive to natural resources; OSCC endeavors to educate and encourage
the public generally, and the youth specifically, to an understanding of the advantages and
importance of the conservation and enhancement of our natural resources.
OSCC works to enhance outdoor opportunities for all citizens. With several thousand members
located throughout California, we stay in contact with our membership via newsletters and the
internet so they can be involved as they see fit.
This is to inform you of the opposition of the Outdoor Sportsmen’s Coalition of California (OSCC)
to the proposed repeal of recently adopted regulations which allow the use of Global Positioning
System (GPS) collars for dogs while hunting mammals.
There are no scientific or other documented wildlife management reasons to ban the use of such
collars.
GPS collars are a valuable and humane means of retrieving dogs from the field which, if not found,
can wander for days and travel for miles when lost. Without such collars, lost dogs may
unnecessarily suffer or even perish before they can be recovered.
P.O. Box 848 Fresno Ca. 93712 Phone 559-225-6962

mail to: oscc@pacbell.net http://www.theoscc.org

The banning of GPS collars would only serve the political purposes of those who oppose hunting
and who seem to have little regard for the humane treatment of hunting dogs. There is no
demonstrable scientific wildlife management justification for a ban.
The advocates of the proposed regulation to ban GPS collars on dogs for hunting mammals have
apparently not considered that such an action could actually result in harm to wildlife as a lost and
hungry dog will capture and eat whatever it can. Banning GPS collars would be counterproductive
to the goals of good wildlife management.
For the above reasons, OSCC urges that the commission not adopt the current proposal that would
reverse its earlier decision to allow the use of GPS collars while hunting mammals. Rejecting the
proposed new regulation is the humane thing to do.
Please note that OSCC sent a letter on this subject to the commission for the December 2016
meeting. It was not reflected in the materials provided for this March 15th meeting, but it is
attached to this letter.
Sincerely,

Keith Ringgenberg
President, Outdoor Sportsmen's Coalition
cc: Outdoor Sportsmen’s Coalition of California
Attachment: OSCC Letter, dated December 5, 2016

Dedicated to Preserving Your Rights
To Hunt and Fish
In the State of California

December 5, 2016
VIA E-Mail
Ms. Valerie Termini, Executive Director
Fish and Game Commissioners
California Fish and Game Commission
1416 Ninth Street, Room 1320
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: Proposed Reversal of Regulation Allowing Use of GPS Collars for Dogs, December 8, 2016
Agenda, Item 32
Dear Ms. Termini and Commissioners:
The Outdoor Sportsmen’s Coalition of California is a nonprofit organization of sportsman’s clubs
and individuals dedicated to preserving outdoor recreation in California. Our principal activities
are to monitor legislation that might negatively impact hunting, fishing and other recreation, and
to oppose unwise changes in laws and regulations relating to these activities.
The Outdoor Sportsmen’s Coalition of California (OSCC) promotes the conservation
enhancement, scientific management, and wise use of all our natural resources; OSCC seeks to
end activities needlessly destructive to natural resources; OSCC endeavors to educate and
encourage the public generally, and the youth specifically, to an understanding of the advantages
and importance of the conservation and enhancement of our natural resources.
OSCC works to enhance outdoor opportunities for all citizens. With several thousand members
located throughout California, we stay in contact with our membership via newsletters and the
internet so they can be involved as they see fit.
This is to inform you of the opposition of the Outdoor Sportsmen’s Coalition of California (OSCC) to the
proposed repeal of recently adopted regulations which allow the use of Global Positioning System (GPS)
collars for dogs while hunting mammals.
There are no scientific or other documented wildlife management reasons to ban the use of such collars.
GPS collars are a valuable and humane means of retrieving dogs from the field which, if not found, can
wander for days and travel for miles when lost. Without such collars, lost dogs may unnecessarily suffer
or even perish before they can be recovered.

P.O. Box 848 Fresno Ca. 93712 Phone 559-225-6962
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The banning of GPS collars would only serve the political purposes of those who oppose hunting and
who seem to have little regard for the humane treatment of hunting dogs. There is no demonstrable
scientific wildlife management justification for a ban.
The advocates of the proposed regulation to ban GPS collars on dogs for hunting mammals have
apparently not considered that such an action could actually result in harm to wildlife as a lost and
hungry dog will capture and eat whatever it can. Banning GPS collars would be counterproductive to the
goals of good wildlife management.
For the above reasons, OSCC urges that the commission not adopt the current proposal that would
reverse its earlier decision to allow the use of GPS collars while hunting mammals. Rejecting the
proposed new regulation is the humane thing to do.
Sincerely,

Keith Ringgenberg
President, Outdoor Sportsmen's Coalition
cc: Outdoor Sportsmen’s Coalition of California

From: Jim Cather
Sent: Wednesday, March 01, 2017 4:59 PM
To: FGC
Cc: Katie Cather
Subject: Ban GPS Collars NOW--No Delay

To: FGC
March 1, 2017
GPS on collars on hounds will reduce wildlife protection and make code enforcement
difficult. Activities which are now illegal—bear hound hunting, for example—will be
conducted—as a “by product”—because the use of GPS collars will allow hounders to inform
bear hunters when, and most importantly, precisely where, the dogs have treed a bear.
Contrary to what has been falsely stated by hounders: GPS collars have absolutely no
nexus whatsoever to dog safety via timely—aka “immediate” intervention. As others have tried
to explain, even on flat open space, being miles away will not allow immediate
intervention. It’s much worse in rough terrain. Dog safety is not affected by wearing or not
wearing GPS collars.
Deer hound hunting is banned in 39 states of the US. California is the only mainland
state that allows deer-dog/hound hunting—other than nine deep south states, and many areas
there are now banning the activity. Houndsmen claimed in testimony that they don’t create
wildlife havoc and disruption because they can only have one dog per hunter. Conveniently,
they neglected to reveal that there is absolutely NO LIMIT to the number of hunters that can be
in a deer hunting party, and that every one of them may have a hound and release the dog to
hunt deer. That easily creates a “pack of dogs” and has huge, significant impacts on
wildlife. It’s only part of the many facts that hounders intentionally omit when snookering
others and defending the barbaric practice of releasing dogs into wildlife habitat to chase any
mammals or, often worse in terms of negative impacts, for training purposes.
The following is from testimony by a public speaker at the February meeting of Florida’s
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Committee and accurately articulates the folly and mistake of
allowing GPS collars on hounds. The only responsible decision by the FGC is to ban GPS collars
and put the ban in effect without any delay.[1]
Testimony transcript:[2]
A real predator is biologically created to catch its prey. This includes canine
teeth, claws, speed and agility, and a digestive suited to eating raw flesh. For those
of us in the dog-rescue community, we are very familiar with throw away, injured,
abused and abandoned hunting dogs. To a hunter, a dog is a tool used to
overcompensate for his lack of athleticism as a human being who’s trying to hunt
like a real predator. It also shows his lack of patience in stalking prey like the rest of
the carnivorous animal kingdom.
A hound hunter is not concerned with fair chase but wants quicker results for
his own pastime. Yes, we have the intelligence to create weapons, and stand on the
shoulders of brilliant human adventurers to even the playing field for man’s relative
physical weakness in hunting. But God gave us the choice to do good or bad with
our intelligence. Intelligence does not mean you have the right to do something. It
is subject to what you do with that intelligence. There is nothing natural about men
chasing animals in the forests with ATV’s, using technology, attractants, food bait,

and high velocity weapons. No animal on earth can dodge a bullet or anticipate that
they can be harmed from a far distance.
So using dogs is a callous method of locating and guaranteeing a quicker
apprehension of prey. You don’t need that. The animals are already
disadvantaged. Its men and dogs, technology and motorized vehicles and weapons
that make incredible unfair odds for the prey to escape. The use of dogs is
unnecessarily painful, and the method of take is extraordinarily cruel and speaks to
the violent nature of the people who enjoy watching an animal being torn apart by a
pack of dogs. And then to be stabbed or shot after watching the dog be stretched,
watching the animal be stretched and ripped apart by the dogs. And if you’ve never
broken up a dog fight like we have in animal rescue community, and actually been
injured, you really do not understand what it’s like to be ripped apart by dogs. In an
attack frame, it is common for dogs to attack each other—fights that we as
rehabilitators know are difficult to break up, especially when there are two or more
dogs.
So injuries to hunting dogs from the prey and other hunting dogs is
common. These dogs are often seen as disposable. After injuries, some dogs are
left without vet care to quote “see what happens” unquote. Some live with
permanent injuries and infections, and a hunting dog is not considered a
pet. Although there may be a few cases like that, by and large there is ranked
abuse. It is considered a tool, that is, the animal’s abuse, while out trying to abuse
and kill other animals in the forest.
Mostly, using dogs give an unfair chase. It is unnatural, and it shows that
human beings are not designed to be hunters. If they were designed to be hunters,
they could go out into the forests with no clothing on, with no tools, run down, and
capture pretty with their own hands. That’s a hunter. All this use of tools
overcompensates to de-level the playing field—that’s what a coward is. Sorry guys.
We urge the FGC to do the right thing, once and for all: Ban GPS collars for all mammal
hunting and training, and put the ban in effect without any delay—enough harm is already
being done. If it’s warranted, bring back GPS, but then, and only then, spend taxpayer dollars
on doing a thorough—not half-baked—environmental analysis. The public is aghast that deerdog hunting is even allowed and were then even more upset to learn that radio telemetry
collars were allowed. Now that word is getting out about GPS, the common perception is that
this is as ugly as dog fighting. It’s nothing more than dog-on-deer hunt-to-kill for the pleasure
of ghouls. Hopefully, GPS collars may just be the final straw.
Vote for the ban ASAP, and do not vote for any kind of delay to implement.
Gravely concerned,
Katie and Jim Cather
Loomis, CA

March 28, 2017
CA Fish and Game Commission
1416 Ninth Street
P.O. Box 944209
Sacramento, CA 94244-2090
Subject: APPROVE PERMANENT GPS Collar BAN

for Hound-Mammal HUNTING and TRAINING
Many studies have shown that dogs impact wildlife, especially when they are running
loose in wildlife habitat—that’s a given. By allowing GPS collars, all negative impacts
of dog hunting on wildlife increase, especially as more untrained dogs are released.1
GPS collars for mammal hunting have been debated in previous FGC meetings, have
always been banned in California, and should remain so. By voting to approve the
ban as currently proposed, the FGC will correct its ill-advised 2016 regulation
amendment approval.
The FGC cites a CEQA lawsuit as its incentive for bringing back the ban, but aside
from CEQA noncompliance, there are many other compelling reasons why the GPS
ban regulation never should have been amended to allow GPS collars on dogs to hunt
or train mammals. What is most disturbing and troubling is that the current
rulemaking approval, that allows GPS, originated with specious claims of “dog
welfare” at the expense of wildlife welfare. Supporters of GPS collars on mammalhunting dogs made claims that are not true and cannot be substantiated, yet the FGC
went ahead and dropped the GPS ban.
Despite the fact that domestic dog welfare concerns are not a function of the FGC—
only the state’s natural resources protection and wildlife welfare should be a priority—
the most often repeated reasons for allowing GPS collars were dog safety and
retrieval. The fact is that GPS collars in no way assure dog safety, and retrieval is not
guaranteed either. Releasing dogs into rough terrain of wildlife habitat is to put them
in harm’s way. A responsible dog owner with a genuine concern for his/her dog
safety would stay with their dog and never subject it to such injurious or lethal risks
as houndsmen do.
Any claims of “timely intervention” with GPS collars is a ruse. Mammal dog hunting is
most often conducted in wildlife habitat—heavy underbrush, rough terrain. There is
absolutely no way a houndsman can reach a dog when it is miles away and every
second counts. “Intervention” for dog safety and wildlife welfare must be immediate,
but that is not possible when handlers are riding in a vehicle, possibly over seven
miles away watching the dogs’ progress on a screen.2 How many times must these
points be made until they are finally addressed?
1

It is reasonable and foreseeable to predict that houndsmen from the 39 mainland states that
do not allow deer-dog hunting but do allow GPS, will come to California due to lifting the GPS
ban. Therefore, impacts to wildlife will increase.
2

Some GPS collar manufacturers claim their GPS collars have ranges up to ten miles.

To justify putting dogs at risk, houndsmen claim their dogs are bred to hunt and love
it, as if that should influence rule making. How or why dogs are bred or what they
love is irrelevant. Some dogs are bred and love to fight, but that should not influence
decision makers to amend laws to allow dog fighting.
There is no evidence to even hint that a GPS collar will let the handler know that a
dog is in distress or involved an injurious or lethal altercation, has treed or cornered
an illegal or protected animal, or is harassing, mauling or killing any wildlife. There is
nothing to suggest GPS collars will reduce any risk of injury to the dogs as they crash
through thick understory. The GPS collar is merely a locater, nothing more, and
subject to reception factors and houndsman interpretation. Productive “intervention”
can only be achieved by the houndsmen being in control of their hounds and being
geographically or physically close to them.
Thus, the entire premise for dropping the GPS collar ban is bogus—proposed and
adopted on a house of cards to cover up the fact that GPS collars reduce fair chase.
Houndsmen put their hounds at risk and then put the onus of responsibility on the
state to grant them even more technology that will harass and permanently disturb
more wildlife, but dogs will still be vulnerable and exposed to all the dangers they
face now.
The retrieval argument used by houndsmen is that they will not lose their dogs with
GPS. That too is debatable due to GPS limitations—signal strength/loss, distance
limits, etc. Even if we accept the no-dog-loss argument, there are many reliable
alternatives to retrieving a lost or out-of-range dog that may be even more effective
than GPS collars, which were suggested in public comments. The responsibility for
dog rescue—solid recall training, keeping up with hounds on a hunt, keeping
untrained hounds tethered—belongs with the houndsmen, not the FGC. Public trust
must take precedence over imposing more negative impacts to wildlife.
Houndsmen in other states where deer-dog hunting is not allowed have already
posted blogs and comments that they can now bring their deer-dogs to California to
hunt deer with GPS collars. If houndsmen from out of state were required to register
their hunting dogs at border check points, show proof of health via certificates, such
recordkeeping might be a start to grasp exactly what is happening in the field with
hound-mammal hunting and training.
We urge the FGC to ban GPS collars and implement immediately.
For the PEACE team,
Randall Cleveland
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